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Blenjoy Electric Ice Maker Machine, Countertop Ice Maker
Produce 9 Bullet-Shaped Ice Cubes in 7-9 Minutes, Portable Ice
Maker Making Ice 26lbs/24hrs, with Scoop and Basket, LED
Display. (Silver)
$149.99 $259.99 SALE
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ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

✢Efficient ice maker: The FEANOR Ice maker machine is equipped with a 2.2L super-large water storage tank and super fast ice making speed. It only takes 7-9

minutes to produce 9 bullet-shaped ice cubes and can produce 26lbs Ice cubes within 24 hours, If you like the icy feeling, that compared to ice-making molds, ice-

making machines will bring you a whole new experience, and will be used for a long time in your future life.

✢Infrared sensor & cooling system: When the ice reaches a certain amount, our ice maker has an automatic stop function, which will stop ice making. After the

ice melts, the melted ice water flows into the reservoir again for ice making again. The powerful fan cooling system can realize the rapid cooling of the machine to

achieve energy-saving effect.(Extend the service life of the machine)

✢Compact design & convenient operation: Countertop Ice Maker size is 9.1*12.2*12.3 inches, compact ice maker that does not need to be installed will occupy

the smallest work surface, as well as a simple and clear control panel, suitable for various homes and outdoor holdings Places such as parties and bar companies.

✢Small or large ice + ice basket and ice scoop: The FEANOR Ice maker provides bullet-shaped ice cubes of two different sizes. Small ice bombs can be easily

put into a narrow water bottle, while large ice bombs cool faster. The melting speed is slower, which is very suitable for mixed drinks, frozen foods, etc. If you are a

loyal supporter of chewing ice, then the ice bomb is hollow and will not hurt your mouth. Detachable 1.5lbs ice basket and ice scoop, you can move the ice basket

according to your needs after ice making.

✢WARRANTY & SUPPORT: Made from food grade materials, offers healthy ice cubes for you. Durable ABS surface is smooth and smudge-resistant. Technology

for long-lasting durability, 1-year warranty provided by FEANOR, so you can purchase worry-free-we 've got your back!
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